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Chapter 511 Self-Created Platform 

Yu Bei, who was sitting at the side, muttered softly, “Showing off your wealth has no conscience. So 

what if you’re rich?” 

Yu Bei was used to being reckless. With Qin Sheng here, his words came out without thinking. Qin Sheng 

glanced at him indifferently. 

Yu Bei kept quiet and changed the topic. “Boss, why are you looking at me?” Hong Yuan facepalmed 

with a headache. 

Qin Sheng retracted her gaze and Yu Bei heaved a sigh of relief. 

Qin Sheng looked at the time. “There’s no problem with the game. All of you have completed everything 

in excess. The results are even better than I expected. Now, we can only wait for the internal test.” 

“Uncle Hong, I’ll have to trouble you with the rest of the matters.” 

Hong Yuan quickly replied, “These are all things that I’m supposed to do.” 

“Oh right, Boss, do you want to bring the game back to play?” 

Qin Sheng did not like to play games. In her previous life, she had only played games when she was 

researching this all-intelligent game. 

She rejected him. “No need, I don’t like it. You can make the arrangements.” 

Hong Yuan: “…” 

He did not want Qin Sheng to play games as entertainment. It was just that this game was designed by 

Qin Sheng, so it was easier to see the problem. 

But since Qin Sheng said so, he could only swallow the words he had prepared. 

He nodded. “Okay.” 

Having a boss who left him alone was a headache for Hong Yuan. 

If he wasn’t a good person and swallowed the company’s money, Qin Sheng probably wouldn’t even 

know about it right away. 

Qin Sheng stood up from her seat. “I have something to do, so I’ll go back first. There’s not much to do 

at the company right now, so I’ll get off work early and go to the dinner party.” 

Hearing this, Hong Yuan frowned. He couldn’t figure out what Qin Sheng had to do at all. She was the 

most idle person in the company. 

She probably wanted to avoid them again. 

Hong Yuan stopped Qin Sheng and said, “Boss, there are still very important matters to be handled by 

you at the company. I can’t handle it by myself.” 



Qin Sheng met Hong Yuan’s pleading gaze and felt a headache coming on. 

It seemed that she wouldn’t be able to leave early today. 

She said helplessly, “Let’s go.” 

Hearing Qin Sheng say this, Hong Yuan hurriedly returned to his office and sorted out those documents. 

Actually, he could handle these documents by himself, but he couldn’t do what Qin Sheng did. She could 

see the problem at a glance and hit the nail on the head. 

Hong Yuan could also learn a lot from it. 

“Boss, these are the documents.” Hong Yuan went to Qin Sheng’s office and put the documents on Qin 

Sheng’s desk. 

“These are the plans for the launch of the game, as well as other aspects.” Qin Sheng flipped through a 

few pages and frowned slightly. 

Hong Yuan was very worried. “Boss, is there anything wrong?” 

Qin Sheng put down the document and said, “These are done well, but they are useless.” 

“This is?” Hong Yuan didn’t understand. 

Qin Sheng smiled and said, “Long Yue Technology will definitely prevent our game from going on the 

market. I’m afraid that the platforms you listed above have already been taken care of by them. They 

won’t accept our game appearing on these platforms.” 

Hong Yuan’s heart skipped a beat. “Then, Boss, what should we do?” 

“No rush.” Qin Sheng’s fingertip tapped lightly on the table. She didn’t care about Long Yue Technology. 

We can wait for Long Yue Technology’s game to be released before we release it.” 

Hong Yuan was very puzzled. “Where can we release the game? After all, those platforms won’t allow 

our game to be released.” 

“Isn’t there a self-created platform?” Qin Sheng raised her eyebrows. 

Chapter 512 Black Belly 

Hong Yuan was even more puzzled. “Boss, there are many applications in this self-created platform. It’s 

very difficult for our games to have high exposure.” 

Indeed, a self-created platform did not require approval to place game applications on it. 

The applications inside were all found by the users themselves and then tested the game. If they were 

satisfied, they would need to pay the platform a fee of 5 yuan to download the game. 

There were a lot of users on the self-created platform, but it was also because there were too many 

apps, the exposure would be pitifully low. 

They could only rely on the traffic to make the game more popular. 



But in the platform, the popularity of the new account and the spammers account did not count. 

So, there was no way to solve this with money. Qin Sheng did not care. “If this method doesn’t work, we 

will build a platform ourselves.” 

Hong Yuan: “…” 

Saying that she wanted to create a new platform without a word of disagreement, was that really a 

good idea? 

A new platform, not to mention the traffic, just in terms of technology alone, would take more than a 

year to create. 

But when Hong Yuan thought about the company’s upcoming all-intelligent game, it would also take a 

few years to develop. But with Qin Sheng’s ideas, she shortened this time to five months. 

Hong Yuan thought that if the company really wanted to develop a new platform, with Qin Sheng’s help, 

they might be able to do it well before Qin Sheng started school. 

As for the traffic, there was no problem at all. 

Qin Sheng had a lot of money. If she invested it, how would there be no traffic? 

Hong Yuan suddenly felt sympathy for Long Yue Technology. Being targeted by Qin Sheng, even if it 

didn’t go bankrupt, it would be greatly damaged. 

Qin Sheng thought for a while and said, “In a few days, Long Yue Technology will release that all-

intelligent game. We will release the game in a week. After three weeks, Long Yue Technology will 

completely make a name for itself. Then, we will stick to our original plan and let Long Yue Technology 

suffer the consequences.” 

“Boss, are you really planning to use Long Yue Technology to promote our game?” Hong Yuan asked 

very carefully. 

Qin Sheng smiled faintly. “If someone can spend money to promote our game and we can save a huge 

amount of publicity money, why not?” 

Hong Yuan agreed very much. “Indeed.” 

The cost of promoting the game would probably be ten million, or even hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Qin Sheng could indeed save a lot of money by doing this. 

When the time came, if Fang Xuelin knew Qin Sheng’s intentions, he would probably vomit blood in 

anger for the sake of his rival company. 

Hong Yuan suddenly wanted to arrive that day as soon as possible so that he could take a good look at 

Fang Xuelin’s expression. 

Hong Yuan also understood that no matter who he offended, he couldn’t offend Qin Sheng. 

Qin Sheng was a person who was used to killing people. 

Hong Yuan’s tone was very respectful. “Okay, Boss, I will arrange it according to your instructions.” 



Qin Sheng pushed the document to the side and asked with raised eyebrows, “How is it? Is there 

anything else?” 

Qin Sheng’s eyes were filled with a warning. 

Hong Yuan: “…” 

Did he dare to say that there was still a document? 

This time, Qin Sheng came to the company to give her opinion on the plan, but this did not negate the 

plan. He still wanted to take the plan Qin Sheng gave him and study it well. 

Now, his plan was ruined. 

Hong Yuan’s expression was a little difficult to explain. 

He was very unwilling. “It’s alright now.” 

Qin Sheng nodded in satisfaction. She stood up and slowly curled her lips. “Uncle Hong, sometimes, we 

have to figure out the motives of our opponents and understand their movements. Only then can we 

have a better grasp of the initiative, right?” 

Chapter 513 Is Looking For You 

Hong Yuan was stunned for a moment, but he quickly understood what Qin Sheng was talking about. 

He was indeed unable to figure out Long Yue Technology’s motive. 

He was thinking about this matter. Since Long Yue Technology made a move, he began to deal with it. 

After all, he had no way of knowing Fang Xuelin’s intentions. 

He did not expect Qin Sheng to actually discover it. 

When Qin Sheng saw Hong Yuan’s puzzled look, she smiled and said, “Didn’t I ask Yu Bei to monitor Long 

Yue Technology’s movements previously? He’s already negotiating with those platforms now.” Hong 

Yuan suddenly came to a realization. 

He was not stupid either. He understood it at a single point. 

“Boss, are you trying to say that when I need it, I can let Yu Bei investigate the movements of the 

opponents and then make a decision based on this?” 

If Yu Bei was here, he would definitely be speechless. Even if he was lying down, he would still be shot? 

Qin Sheng nodded. “Yes.” 

Finally, she added, “For people like Fang Xuelin, this method can be used. The others can also simply 

follow the movements.” 

Qin Sheng knew that this method could only be used when dealing with small people. As for the rest, it 

was better to have a fair competition. 

They couldn’t take advantage of the situation to win, or else the company wouldn’t be able to develop 

for long. 



Hong Yuan finally understood. “Okay, Boss, I know what to do.” 

“Okay.” 

Qin Sheng left the office. 

Outside the office, Yu Bei was looking in the direction of the door, as if he was waiting for someone. 

When he saw Qin Sheng come out, he quickly averted his gaze. 

He casually grabbed Su Yixiu who was passing by and Su Yixiu stopped in his tracks. “What’s the 

matter?” 

Yu Bei put his fist to his lips and coughed. “Erm, Yixiu, do you know how to program?” Su Yixiu frowned. 

“I didn’t learn how to program.” 

Yu Bei’s expression turned awkward. “Really? I forgot. Then did you learn how to handle these 

documents?” 

Su Yixiu looked at Yu Bei suspiciously. This was the first time Yu Bei had asked him about this. Su Yixiu 

felt that something was wrong. 

When he saw Qin Sheng coming out of the office, he instantly understood. 

He walked past Yu Bei and came in front of Qin Sheng. “Sheng Sheng, Brother Bei is looking for you.” 

Yu Bei’s face flushed red. 

He could only force himself to go forward. “Boss.” 

Qin Sheng raised an eyebrow. “Yu Bei, what’s the matter?” 

Yu Bei really wanted to say that he had a programming problem to consult Qin Sheng. However, when 

he recalled that he had offended Qin Sheng during the meeting just now, he did not dare to ask Qin 

Sheng. 

He shook his head with an aggrieved expression. “It’s nothing. Yixiu misunderstood.” 

A hint of a smile flashed across Qin Sheng’s eyes. “Yu Bei, continue to keep an eye on Long Yue 

Technology’s movements from now 

on.” 

“Yes, yes, yes.” 

Yu Bei nodded repeatedly. Other than agreeing, he could not resist Qin Sheng. 

After Qin Sheng left, Yu Bei glared at Su Yixiu. “Tell me, when did I say that I wanted to look for the 

boss? Su Yixiu, it’s better for you not to spread rumors. Let me tell you, you’ll be beaten up by society 

like this. Luckily, I didn’t argue with you.” 

When he said this, Yu Bei still felt a little guilty. 

It wasn’t that he didn’t hold it against Su Yixiu, it was that he didn’t dare to hold it against him. 



He didn’t forget that when he looked for Su Yixiu to settle the score, he was rejected. 

Su Yixiu ignored Yu Bei and went straight back to the office. 

Yu Bei was furious. 

There was simply no way to stay in this company. He was afraid of Qin Sheng. Qin Sheng couldn’t come 

to the company more than a few times, so that was fine. 

The key was that Su Yixiu had come again! 

He was helpless against this Su Yixiu. 

Yu Bei sat back in his seat angrily. 

Chapter 514 College Entrance Examination Results 

Today was the day of the college entrance examination results. 

Before Qin Sheng returned to Fu Garden, Old Master Lu was already sitting on the sofa in Fu Garden’s 

living room. 

“Grandpa, why did you drag me here?” Lu Ming’s gaze was filled with extreme resentment. 

He was using his computer to play games. Before it was over, Old Master Lu had unplugged his 

computer, turned off his computer, and dragged him to Fu Garden. 

He had already knelt down ten times in a row. This round was finally a chance for him to win. 

Great, he had been disconnected. 

Old Master Lu stared at him. “If I tell you to come over, you have to come over. Do you dare to 

complain?” 

Lu Ming looked sullen. “I don’t dare.” 

Old Master Lu was satisfied. Only then did he state his purpose. “Today’s college entrance exam results 

are out.” 

“And then?” Lu Ming asked indifferently. He was very self-aware. Every time he took an exam, he could 

roughly guess his results. Moreover, the difference between his actual results and his results was not 

more than five points. 

Therefore, to Lu Ming, it did not matter whether he looked at his results or not. As he thought of 

something, Lu Ming was very surprised. “Grandpa, don’t tell me you want to see my results? Since when 

have you been so concerned about me?” 

“You’re a good-for-nothing. I don’t need to think to know that you’re third in the whole school, third in 

H City, and about tenth in the whole country.” Old Master Lu rolled his eyes. 

Lu Ming: “…” 

Really? So clear? 



Then, Old Master Lu said confidently, “I’m here to see Sheng Sheng’s results.” 

Lu Ming was puzzled. “Don’t you have her password and candidate number?” 

Not long after the college entrance examination ended, Old Master Lu asked Qin Sheng for these 

numbers. He wanted to be able to find out Qin Sheng’s results immediately. Qin Sheng probably 

wouldn’t care about his results and wouldn’t go over to check. 

Therefore, he might as well ask Qin Sheng for these numbers. When the time came, he could find out 

immediately. 

Qin Sheng didn’t hesitate to tell Old Master Lu her password and candidate number. 

At that time, Lu Ming was also present. 

Old Master Lu glanced at Lu Ming with disdain. “You don’t understand this, do you? If you check it 

yourself and if Sheng Sheng tells me the result, will it be the same?” 

“Is there a difference?” Lu Ming whispered. 

Also, didn’t he ask Qin Sheng for the password and candidate number back then, just to check Qin 

Sheng’s results? 

Of course, Lu Ming didn’t dare to say this out loud. 

He could be considered to understand Old Master Lu’s personality. Regardless of whether it was 

reasonable or not, Old Master Lu would always come over to rebuke him. 

Of course, if this person was Qin Sheng, Old Master Lu wouldn’t have done this. 

Old Master Lu sighed. “It just so happened that Sheng Sheng went out. Now I can only check first.” 

Lu Ming picked up the apple on the coffee table. Without peeling it, he directly took a bite. 

He casually asked, “Grandpa, without thinking, I know that Sister-in-law is ranked first in H City High 

School, H City, and even the whole country. Isn’t it the same whether you check or not?” 

Lu Ming returned what Old Master Lu had just said to him. 

Old Master Lu glared at him. “Do you think Sheng Sheng’s results are as bad as yours? She’s ranked first 

in the whole country. If it were known to the public, it would give her face. If you have results like Sheng 

Sheng’s, I would definitely help you check it.” 

Lu Ming: “…” 

Were his results bad? 

In the whole country, his results were an existence that people envied. How could his grandfather say 

that it was bad? 

Compared to Qin Sheng’s, he was indeed inferior. 

However, it was unfair for an ordinary person like him to be compared to a pervert like Qin Sheng 



Chapter 515 Was Ranked 11th 

Lu Ming took a bite of the apple with hatred. 

Kacha! A crisp sound was heard. 

Old Master Lu shot a disdainful glance at Lu Ming. However, he did not have the time to argue with Lu 

Ming. 

He took out his phone. 

The college entrance examination results were released at noon in H City. There were only five minutes 

left until the college entrance examination results were released. 

Old Master Lu’s expression was tense. 

Lu Ming was speechless. Qin Sheng getting first place was a certainty. Why was there a need to be so 

nervous? 

Those who didn’t know would think that it was his grandfather who took the exam, not Qin Sheng 

Crack. Lu Ming took another bite of the apple. 

Five minutes had passed after Lu Ming finished eating the apple. 

It was time for the results to be released. 

Old Master Lu’s heart was beating wildly. He rubbed his hands and entered Qin Sheng’s candidate 

number and password. 

Then, he stared at the phone screen. 

There was a white circle rotating on it. After waiting for two minutes, he still couldn’t log 

in. 

Old Master Lu frowned, backed out, and logged in again. 

Lu Ming didn’t see what Old Master Lu was looking at, but after thinking about it, he knew that he 

couldn’t log in. 

Lu Ming raised his eyebrows and took out his phone to check his results. 

Lu Ming was lucky. He checked and found out. 

H City High School, Lu Ming, total score 728 points, ranked 11th in the country, and 3rd in D Province. 

Next was the exam for each subject. 

English, Lu Ming got a good score of 148 points, and his science comprehensive score was close to full 

score. 

The main reason was that he had lost points in mathematics and Chinese. 



If this score had been placed in the previous college entrance exams, it would have been ranked in the 

top twenty in the country. 

But this time, the exam was extremely difficult. The overall score of the students had fallen quite a bit. 

For Lu Ming to be able to get this result was already very good. 

Old Master Lu was still typing in her password and candidate number. This was his third attempt, but he 

still couldn’t succeed. 

Lu Ming raised his phone and bragged, “Grandpa, I found the results. I’m ranked 11th in the country.” 

Old Master Lu’s attention was focused on what Lu Ming said when he found the results. He didn’t notice 

anything else. 

“Really?” Old Master Lu looked at Lu Ming suspiciously. 

Lu Ming put the phone screen in front of Old Master Lu. “Take a look, right?” 

Old Master Lu snatched Lu Ming’s phone and looked at it seriously. 

Sure enough, he saw Lu Ming’s report card. 

“Grandfather, your good grandson got into the national top 11. If word got out, it would be a matter of 

honor. Shouldn’t you give me some rewards?” Lu Ming sat over and asked expectantly. 

However, Old Master Lu completely ignored Lu Ming 

Unfortunately, Lu Ming kept talking in his ear. 

Old Master Lu could only say perfunctorily, “Yes, yes, yes, you’re very good.” 

He logged out of Lu Ming’s account and directly entered Qin Sheng’s exam number and password in 

using his phone. 

Old Master Lu thought that he could find out this time. 

However, the circle was still spinning. 

After a while, the word ‘busy’ appeared in the system, and then he was sent back. 

Old Master Lu’s brows were tightly knitted. 

Lu Ming came over and saw this scene. 

He smiled and his mouth was wide open. 

He gloated, “Grandpa, your character isn’t good. I logged in immediately, and you’re still stuck here.” 

Old Master Lu glared at Lu Ming. 

He was also furious. These two broken phones were clearly going against him. 

Chapter 516 No Results 



Old Master Lu simply threw the phone to Lu Ming. “You do it.” 

Lu Ming took the phone. 

He felt that he could log in too, but he had to get some benefits from it. 

Lu Ming raised a finger. “Grandpa, give me 10,000 yuan as pocket money.” 

This 10,000 yuan was very little in the eyes of the Lu family, but in Lu Ming’s eyes, it was a huge sum of 

money. 

After all, Lu Ming only had 200 yuan left on him, and his pocket money had been deducted for a long 

time. 

Lu Ming really wanted this 10,000 yuan. 

Old Master Lu blew his beard and stared at him. “You want to negotiate with me?”. 

Lu Ming spread his hands. “Grandpa, it’s an equal exchange. Anyway, this 10,000 yuan, just a little bit 

from your fingernails is enough. It’s not an excessive request, is it?” 

Lu Ming’s manner was clearly telling him that if he didn’t give him 10,000 yuan, he wouldn’t help Old 

Master Lu check Qin Sheng’s results. 

Old Master Lu said snappily, “Fine, fine, fine. Why aren’t you going to check?!” 

Lu Ming still hadn’t made a move. “Grandpa, you have to pay first. What if you act shamelessly?” 

Old Master Lu became even angrier. He asked in return, “I’ll act shamelessly?” 

Lu Ming rolled his eyes. “Don’t you know what you’ve done?” 

As he spoke, he started counting with his fingers. 

“When we played chess, you often regretted 

it.” 

“You went back on the painting you promised me back then.” 

“You said you’d give me an extra month’s allowance, but you went back on your word and deducted it.” 

Old Master Lu stared at him. “Alright, alright, alright. I’ll transfer the money to you right away.” 

He took out his phone and transferred 10,000 yuan to Lu Ming’s account. 

Lu Ming also received the message very quickly. He counted the four zeros on it. 10,000 yuan, no more, 

no less. 

He was satisfied. 

He also began to check Qin Sheng’s results for Old Master Lu. 

This time, he was not as lucky as before. It lagged. 



Lu Ming tried again, but he still did not succeed. 

Old Master Lu’s eyes were staring at the phone screen. When he saw that Lu Ming did not succeed, he 

frowned. “Lu Ming, what’s wrong with you?” 

He tried three times, but he still did not succeed. Lu Ming gave up. 

“Grandpa, you can’t blame me for this. It’s the peak time to check the results. It’s normal to lag.” 

Old Master Lu was very disgusted. “Come on, Lu Ming, return the 10,000 yuan to me. Now that you’ve 

finished your college entrance exam, you can go and work to earn money. Earn your pocket money 

yourself.” 

Lu Ming: “…” 

Would he still spit out what was in his mouth? Obviously, he couldn’t. 

But if he refused to give it to him, what would he do if he counted this on his pocket money in the 

future? 

Lu Ming rolled his eyes and quickly thought of a countermeasure. 

“Grandpa, can’t you get the housekeeper to help you? With him, it will definitely work.” 

Old Master Lu slapped his thigh. “I forgot about him.” 

Old Master Lu immediately called the housekeeper. 

Lu Ming ran to the fridge to get a bottle of drink. 

Three minutes later, Old Master Lu could finally log in. 

“Grandpa, how many points did Sister-in-law get?” 

Old Master Lu looked at the phone screen and frowned. 

Lu Ming took a sip of the drink and asked in confusion, “Full marks?” 

“No results.” Old Master Lu handed the phone to Lu Ming. 

Qin Sheng’s score list was blank. 

Lu Ming frowned. “It’s impossible that Sister-in-law didn’t fill in her student ID. If she got a zero, there 

would definitely be a zero here.” 

Chapter 517 Hid the Results 

Old Master Lu frowned and stood up from the sofa. 

“No, I’ll go and ask about the situation. Sheng Sheng is going to get first place. How can we not get 

results?” 

Old Master Lu was anxious. If something really happened, what if Qin Sheng, who had been preparing 

for so long, was shocked? As he spoke, he walked quickly to the door. A thought flashed through Lu 



Ming’s mind. He patted his head and said, “Wait, Grandpa, I forgot something.” Old Master Lu stopped 

and turned around. “Tell me quickly.” 

Lu Ming did not dare to delay. He was afraid that Old Master Lu would come over and beat him up. 

ne over 

“Grandpa, this may also be the reason why Sister-in-law did too well in the exam. The Ministry of 

Education hid her results.” 

Old Master Lu remembered Lu Ming’s meaning The nervousness on his face disappeared, and he smiled. 

“This is good, this is good. This means that Sheng Sheng must have gotten the first place in the country.” 

He returned to the sofa and sat down. 

Lu Ming rested his hands on the sofa. “Grandpa, don’t you want the 10,000 yuan?” 

“No.” Old Master Lu waved his hand. He was very generous. 

Lu Ming heaved a sigh of relief. He took out his phone and casually clicked into a mobile app. 

Suddenly, Old Master Lu looked at Lu Ming with a look of disdain. 

Lu Ming felt Old Master Lu’s disdainful gaze. He raised his head and looked at him blankly. “Grandpa, 

what’s wrong with me now?” 

Old Master Lu snorted coldly. “Look, how can you compare to Sheng Sheng? Sheng Sheng has such good 

results. Even her results were hidden by the Ministry of Education. Look at yourself. It’s been more than 

ten years. What have you achieved?” 

Lu Ming: “…” 

He wanted to retort, saying that his hacking skills were better than Qin Sheng’s, but he thought that QS 

might very well be Qin Sheng. 

He could not say this out loud. 

Lu Ming took a long time to squeeze out a sentence. “Grandpa, at least I got 11th place in the national 

examination. This result is not bad.” 

“Are you still proud?” Old Master Lu said unhappily. “Can your results be compared to Sheng Sheng’s?” 

The more Old Master Lu looked at Lu Ming, the more he despised him. 

What was so good about a grandson? It was better to have an obedient and cute granddaughter. 

Just like Qin Sheng, she was beautiful and considerate. 

She was also outstanding in every aspect. 

Unlike Lu Ming, who was always here to anger him. 

Old Master Lu wished that he could stuff Lu Ming back into his mother’s womb and recreate him. Then, 

he could bring him out in a different gender. 



Lu Ming: “…” 

Alright, he would never be as good as Qin Sheng. In his grandfather’s eyes, his grandson was just a piece 

of grass, and Qin Sheng was a treasure. 

Although he was indeed not as good as Qin Sheng in many aspects. 

Lu Ming did not say anything to avoid being scolded again. 

Old Master Lu did not care about Lu Ming anymore. He did not have to worry that Lu Ming would 

become estranged because of his words. After all, it had been since Lu Ming was sensible. 

The two of them got along in this way. 

They were already used to it. 

Old Master Lu looked at his watch. It was already 12:40 pm, and Qin Sheng hadn’t returned yet. 

Old Master Lu knew that Qin Sheng had something to do, so he couldn’t help but call Qin Sheng 

On the way back to Fu Garden, Qin Sheng picked up Old Master Lu’s call. 

“Sheng Sheng, when will you be home?” Old Master Lu asked with a smile. 

“About five minutes.” 

Old Master Lu nodded. “Okay, okay, okay. Take your time. I’m in Fu Garden now.” 

After hanging up the phone, Old Master Lu was busy getting the servants to heat up the food for Qin 

Sheng. 

Chapter 518 Interception 

Fu Hanchuan was still in the company dealing with some matters, so he didn’t come back so early. He 

was also worried that Qin Sheng would cook for herself, so he arranged for the servants to prepare the 

dishes early. 

At this moment, the dishes only needed to be warmed up. 

Lu Ming was quite speechless when he saw Old Master Lu’s attitude toward Qin Sheng. 

This was simply a chameleon. 

This expression changed so easily. 

He was still scolding him just now, but in the blink of an eye, he had become amiable towards Qin 

Sheng. 

Old Master Lu naturally did not know what Lu Ming was thinking. Otherwise, he would be scolded again. 

Five minutes later, Qin Sheng returned. She changed out of her sports shoes and walked into the living 

room. 

When he saw Qin Sheng, Old Master Lu, who had been looking at Lu Ming playing with his phone with 

disdain, instantly changed his attitude. He treated Qin Sheng extremely well. 



He walked over and asked with concern, “Sheng Sheng, you must be tired. You haven’t eaten, right? The 

servants have already heated up the food. Hurry up and eat. Don’t be hungry.” 

Hearing Old Master Lu’s words, Lu Ming rolled his eyes. 

Double standard! 

Chameleon! 

“Grandpa Lu, have you eaten?” Qin Sheng asked. 

Old Master Lu touched his stomach. Before he came to Fu Garden, he had already eaten at home. 

But now, he shook his head. “Not yet.” 

Lu Ming clicked his tongue and shook his head. He was quite good at lying through his teeth. 

Qin Sheng looked at Lu Ming again. Lu Ming immediately replied, “Eat, eat. You don’t have to worry 

about me.” Hence, Qin Sheng and Old Master Lu went to the dining room together. 

Because Fu Hanchuan had called Qin Sheng in advance and told her that he wouldn’t be going back for 

lunch at noon, Qin Sheng didn’t wait for Fu Hanchuan. 

At the dining table, Old Master Lu brought up the college entrance examination. 

“Sheng Sheng, have you checked the results of the college entrance examination?” 

Qin Sheng was very puzzled. “The results are out today?” 

Old Master Lu choked for a moment, but he had expected this situation. 

He nodded. “Yes, it was out at noon.” 

Qin Sheng said nonchalantly, “I’ll take a look when I’m free.” 

Old Master Lu: “…” 

This time, it was Old Master Lu’s turn to be speechless. Could it be that the emperor was not in a hurry 

and the eunuchs were dying of anxiety? 

Old Master Lu: “I checked for you, but unfortunately, I didn’t see your results.” 

“No results?” Qin Sheng frowned. 

“Yes, no results.” Old Master Lu nodded with a smile as he replied, “However, Lu Ming said that usually, 

the results of people who do extremely well in the exams may be intercepted by the various universities. 

So, Sheng Sheng, you don’t have to panic.” 

“Okay,” Qin Sheng obediently agreed. 

After Old Master Lu finished speaking, he didn’t say anything else. In the past, the Lu family was a 

scholarly family and didn’t have the habit of talking at the dining table. 

If it wasn’t for lunch, Old Master Lu would definitely pull Qin Sheng and talk nonstop. 



After lunch, he sat on the sofa and talked nonstop. 

“Sheng Sheng, don’t worry too much. Your results will definitely not be a problem. If you don’t get first 

place in the country, even the heavens will not allow it.” 

Old Master Lu had a mysterious confidence in Qin Sheng. 

He believed that Qin Sheng would definitely get first place in the country. 

Qin Sheng sat on the sofa and listened to Old Master Lu’s nagging in her ear. 

Old Master Lu had a lot to say, but she didn’t have the slightest impatience. She listened quietly. 

— 

HD Group Conference Room. 

Fu Hanchuan was in a meeting with his subordinates. 

His subordinates were reporting to him about the design of the project, but Fu Hanchuan raised his hand 

and interrupted them. 

“You guys start from another angle. Three days later, I hope to see a satisfactory plan.” 

Chapter 519 Admissions Office 

Fu Hanchuan’s gaze swept over the subordinates sitting beside the meeting one by one. “Any other 

questions?”. 

Those subordinates all lowered their heads and did not speak. 

“Alright, the meeting is adjourned.” 

Those subordinates all left with their documents. 

Fu Hanchuan also stood up from his seat. Assistant Lin, who was at the side, tidied up the documents in 

front of Fu Hanchuan. 

He then asked, “President, are you still staying in the company this afternoon?” 

Fu Hanchuan was expressionless. “No, you can handle the matters of the company.” 

After saying that, Fu Hanchuan walked out of the office. 

Fu Hanchuan was a ‘manager’ in the HD Group. Those who knew his identity were all high-ranking 

officials. They did not dare to reveal Fu Hanchuan’s identity. 

Therefore, Fu Hanchuan was not worried that his identity as the president of HD Group would be 

exposed. Of course, even if the Fu family found out, it would not be a problem. 

As long as he used small tricks, the Fu family would not dare to find him. 

Not to mention, Fu Hanchuan was not just hiding from the Fu family. He also did not want to be 

flattered by a group of people. 



Just as he reached the office door, he heard the ringtone of his phone./ please keep reading on 

MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

Fu Hanchuan took out his phone and opened it. It was an unfamiliar phone number, and it was calling 

from the capital. 

This phone number had rung several times during his meeting. 

Fu Hanchuan did not pick it up at that time. He would never pick up a call during a meeting, unless the 

call was from Qin Sheng. 

Fu Hanchuan frowned. 

He placed the phone to his ear, and a male voice came over. “Hello, are you Qin Sheng’s parent?” 

“I am.” Fu Hanchuan’s frown deepened. 

The person on the other end of the phone took a deep breath and spoke the words that he had 

prepared beforehand. “I am a teacher from the admissions office of Shangbei University. I would like to 

invite Qin Sheng to our school. As long as she comes to our school, we will definitely not mistreat her.” 

The teacher from the admissions office of Shangbei University did not hear Fu Hanchuan’s words for a 

long time. 

He was a little anxious and quickly stated his conditions. 

“Our school has prepared a million yuan prize money for Student Qin Sheng, a single dormitory, and the 

best teachers for Student Qin Sheng.” This condition could be considered extremely good. 

However, the teacher from the admissions office did not dare to guarantee that Fu Hanchuan would 

definitely agree. After all, there was still an Imperial Capital University. 

Qin Sheng was the number one existence in the country. The exam this time was even more difficult. 

Her results had crushed everyone. 

Shangbei University had also specially issued a notice. 

They had to work hard to get Qin Sheng to attend Shangbei University. 

Fu Hanchuan still did not reply. The teacher of the admissions office added, “If you have any other 

requests, feel free to mention them. As long as our school can satisfy them, we will satisfy them.” 

“Alright, I will ask my child.” 

Fu Hanchuan finally spoke. 

Qin Sheng had originally decided on Imperial Capital University, but Fu Hanchuan was not sure if Qin 

Sheng would change her mind at the last minute. 

Therefore, when he answered, he held back. 

Since Fu Hanchuan had said so, then the admissions office did not continue to pester Fu Hanchuan. If he 

continued, it would inevitably annoy people. 



If Qin Sheng gave up on going to Shangbei University because of this, it would not be worth it. 

“Then take your time to think about it. If you go, give me a call back. Student Qin Sheng is always 

welcome at Shangbei University.” 

After Fu Hanchuan hung up with the admissions office of Shangbei University, another call came in. 

Chapter 520 University Contact 

This phone call was also from Imperial City. 

Fu Hanchuan picked it up again. 

“Hello, Qin Sheng’s parent. I’m a teacher from Imperial Capital University.” 

The conditions that Imperial Capital University offered Qin Sheng were similar to that of Shangbei 

University. The only difference was that Imperial Capital University did not offer Qin Sheng a separate 

dormitory. 

However, if Qin Sheng majored in science, Imperial Capital University would arrange a laboratory for Qin 

Sheng to conduct experiments. 

Fu Hanchuan’s answer to Imperial Capital University was the same. 

After that, phone calls came in one after another. They were from other universities. Although they 

knew that they could not compete with Imperial Capital University and Shangbei University, who would 

not like a perverted student like Qin Sheng? 

They still had a glimmer of hope in their hearts. 

Perhaps, Qin Sheng would not go to Imperial Capital University and Shangbei University. 

There were even a few top universities abroad that called Fu Hanchuan. 

At first, Qin Sheng left Qin Hai’s phone number at school, but after Fu Hanchuan’s request, she asked 

the form teacher to change the phone number to Fu Hanchuan’s. 

Fu Hanchuan answered more than a dozen calls in a row. 

Only then did the phone stop ringing. 

If it were anyone else, Fu Hanchuan would have turned his phone off long ago. However, this was a 

matter related to Qin Sheng, so he did not dare to be careless. 

While he was answering the phone, Fu Hanchuan arrived at Fu Garden. 

Qin Sheng was still sitting on the sofa listening to Old Master Lu’s words. 

Fu Hanchuan walked into the living room and saw Qin Sheng with a smile in her eyes. 

Fu Hanchuan’s heart also warmed up. With her around, he didn’t have to face the cold living room when 

he came back. 

Fu Hanchuan sat next to Qin Sheng in a familiar manner. 



When Old Master Lu saw this, he furrowed his brows. 

Wasn’t this kid taking advantage of Qin Sheng? 

What about Qin Sheng? Why was there no reaction at all?/ please keep reading on 

MYB0XN0VEL(d0t)C0M. 

Old Master Lu couldn’t drive Fu Hanchuan away, so he could only glare at him. 

Fu Hanchuan ignored Old Master Lu. 

He said in a low voice, “Sheng Sheng, a dozen or so schools contacted me today, including Imperial 

Capital University and Shangbei University, as well as some other domestic and foreign universities.” 

Fu Hanchuan then told her about the rewards offered by Imperial Capital University. 

Qin Sheng did not care. She did not need those things. 

“Brother Fu, I will fill in Imperial Capital University. You don’t have to care about them.” 

Fu Hanchuan nodded. “Okay.” 

Lu Ming was very puzzled. “I also got 11th place. With this result, why didn’t they come to me?” 

Old Master Lu bent his fingers and knocked on Lu Ming’s head. “You should stop daydreaming. Sheng 

Sheng got first place. Naturally, she is very popular. As for you…” 

Old Master Lu scanned Lu Ming from head to toe and snorted in disdain, “As for you, you only took 

eleventh place. Even if you did, you’d still be at the back.” 

Lu Ming: “…” 

Alright, he shut up. 

Old Master Lu thought of something and his gaze fell on Fu Hanchuan again. “Did they tell you Sheng 

Sheng’s score? Is it a full score?” 

Fu Hanchuan frowned and said, “I asked them. They don’t know.” 

“Then why did you ask your subordinates to investigate?” Old Master Lu said unhappily. 

Fu Hanchuan had asked Assistant Lin to investigate this matter a long time ago, but he had not 

contacted him yet. 

For the college entrance examination, the results of the top three in the country were kept under wraps 

at the beginning. The results would only be released when the various universities contacted the 

examinees. 

Check up, of course, was not so easy. 


